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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For my PRAXIS placement this semester, I worked at the Penn Museum in the Near Eastern section with materials from the Museum’s excavations at Beth Shean. As there are two other interns from the Bi-Co in the NE section this semester, my report focuses less on the day to day work of a NE section intern and more on the site of Beth Shean itself. In this presentation, I surveyed the history of the site, the Museum’s excavations at the site, and the information contained within the Museum catalog.



The location of Beth Shean
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Presentation Notes
Beth Shean, alternatively stylized as Beit Shean, Beth Shan, Beit Shan, or Scythopolis, is a site located in the Jordan River Valley in present-day Israel, just below the Sea of Galilee.



View from the northeast from the Roman City towards the tell 
(Penn Museum, 2013)

A site with continual occupation
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The site is a fascinating one-- there has been near continual occupation of the site from the Early Chaloclithic period (ca. 6500 years ago) to the present day. On the left, you see a chart surveying the occupation of the site. All of the periods not listed in italics are those for which there is evidence of occupation at the site. On the right, you see an image of the site from the northeast. The large mound at the background, behind the Roman city, is what is known as a tell, or a mound created by layers of sediment, material culture, and refuse generated by thousands of years of continual occupation within the same small area. Over time, those layers can build iteratively upon one another to form large tells like this one.



League of Nation Mandates, 1920 
(NPR, 2004) New developments in archaeological theory 

(Grant, after Kossinna, 1916)

Political and Academic changes in the 1920’s
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With the League of Nation Mandate of 1920, areas of the Levant (including modern-day Iraq, Iran, Syria, Jordan, and Israel/Palestine) were transformed into mandates-- thereby opening up areas with deep layers of prehistory to scholars and archaeologists from Western Europe and the US. Moreover, developments in archaeological theory pushed by individuals like Gustav Kossinna changed the ways in which these archaeologists excavated in the Levant. Notably, Kossinna’s theories (while formative for the discipline and the core of modern archaeological thought) were created to confirm flawed, deeply problematic conceptions of prehistory and were the basis of much of the racial science pushed by the Nazi party of Germany. Although the excavations by the Penn Museum at Beth Shean were not directly linked to the League of Nations Mandate, the political and academic changes of the 1920’s impacted the team’s ability to excavate at the site as well as their methodologies.



Excavations at a house on the 
lower east terrace of the tell
(Penn Museum, 1921)

Excavations begin at 
the site in 1921
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Excavations began in 1921-- in this archival photo, you can see local excavators working at a house at the site. 



1. Civic cen t er
2. Tell Bet h  Shean
3. Nor t heast  (Dam ascus) cit y gat e
4. Nor t hwest  (Caesar ea) cit y gat e
5. Sout hwest  (Neapolis) cit y gat e
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7. Sout heast  (Ger asa) cit y gat e
8. Sam ar it an  syn agogue
9. Chur ch  of An dr eas
10. Chur ch  of t he Mar t yr
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12. Nor t her n  cem et er y
13. Hellen ist ic cit y
14. East er n  br idge (Jiser  el- Makt u’a)
15. West er n  br idge
16. East er n  cem et er y (Tell e l- Ham m am )
17. Mon ast er y
18. House of Kyr ios Leon t is
19. Cir cu lar  piazza
20. Bat hhouse
21. Mosque
22. Cr usader  for t r ess
23. Tur kish  ser ai
24. Am phit heat er  h ippodr om e)
25. Ext r a m ur os quar t er  (Tell Nahar on )

Plan of Beth Shean (Penn Museum, 2013)
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The plan of the site shows that the site mixes houses and other structures, like those seen in the preceding slide, alongside the massive tell. Here, you can see the individual structures identified at Beth Shean from a wide variety of periods of occupation.



Excavations at the tell (Penn Museum, 1928)

Byzantine bottle (Penn Museum)
29-105-655

Roman earring (Penn Museum)
29-105-29

Iron Age juglet (Penn Museum)
29-102-733

EB sherd (Penn Museum)
34-20-794

Taking a Slice from the Tell
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Importantly, excavations at the site included a sectioning of the tell (somewhat like taking a slice of a layer cake). From this sectioning, excavators were able to survey the history of occupation. Displayed to the right of the archival photograph, you can see four objects from the site displayed arranged by date-layer, mimicking the stratigraphic layers of the tell itself. These images were chosen to show the variety in material held by the Museum today by date, material, and form, as well as the variety present in quality of published photograph.



What does 
a record 
tell us?
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Taking a closer look at one of these objects, we can see the information recorded for each object from Beth Shean. Unlike many other institutions, many of the objects within the Penn Museum were obtained during excavations run by the Museum itself (rather than purchased or donated, which is also the case for many of their other collections). Since the Penn Museum ran the excavations at Beth Shean, there is a wealth of information about the original archaeological context of the majority of objects from the site. From the object number, we can determine the year an object was accessioned into the Museum. From the field number (marked “other number”) we can tell the year that the object was excavated, as well as which other objects from the collection were excavated in close proximity or in association with this object. Furthermore, each object was published in the site reports from Beth Shean, providing more detailed information about archaeological context and associated materials. This information is invaluable for future scholars.



Local excavators (Penn Museum, 1921)

Local excavators with Fisher and Fitzgerald 
(Penn Museum, 1921)

Excavations at a late antique house on the tell 
(Penn Museum, 1921)

What do archival records tell us?
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Another benefit of having material from excavations run by the institution itself is the availability of archival photographs and records from the excavations. In the case of Beth Shean, these photographs allow us to see and remember the local workers who worked at the site.



Caanan and Ancient Israel Gallery (Penn Museum)

Beth Shean in the Museum today
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From their creation at Beth Shean, to their burial and preservation, to their excavation in the 1920’s, and, finally, to the Museum today, the objects of Beth Shean are records of an incredible wealth of history. Today, many of the objects reside within the Caanan and Ancient Israel Gallery pictured above-- soon due for a renovation. The rest reside in the basement for now, waiting to be inventoried, photographed, and rehoused by interns like myself.
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